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ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE
AWARDS 2013
Engineering Excellence is an annual design competition provided by the American Council of Engineering Companies of
Georgia and held in conjunction with Engineers Week. Engineering Excellence recognizes engineering achievements
demonstrating the highest degree of merit and ingenuity. Entries are rated on the basis of uniqueness and originality; future
value to the engineering profession; social, economic, and sustainable development considerations; complexity; and
successful fulfillment of client/owner’s needs, including schedule and budget. Engineering Excellence offers all competition
entrants a valuable opportunity to be recognized by showcasing their talent, their experience, and their profession.v

ENGINEERING
EXCELLENCE
AWARDS 2013
The Ascend JoinT VenTure And The Ais JoinT VenTure connecT GeorGiA
To The resT of The World WiTh The MAynArd holbrook JAckson Jr.
bouleVArd reconfiGurATion ProJecT | GRAND AWARD
The Maynard Holbrook Jackson Jr. Boulevard reconfiguration
at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (HJAIA)
was completed by the Ascend and Aviation Infrastructure Solutions Joint Ventures in May 2012. The Ascend Joint Venture
is comprised of Atkins, Prime Engineering, Delon Hampton &
Associates, and Street Smarts (Stantec). The AIS Joint Venture
is comprised of Long Engineering, Michael Baker Jr. Inc., and
Pond & Company. Sub consultants Brindley-Peters and Associates, Harrington Engineers, The Loretta Washington
Group, Key Engineering, and Wilmer Engineering also assisted
in the project.
Due to a sharp increase in international travel that has occurred
over the last decade, HJAIA concluded that a new International
Terminal with separate access from Interstate-75 was needed
in order to continue the first rate service experienced by those
who utilize the airport. The Maynard Holbrook Jackson Jr.
Boulevard was designed and constructed in order to connect
Georgia with the rest of the world via this new international
terminal.
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The two joint ventures used several innovative techniques to
overcome a myriad of design challenges in creating a new entrance to what has been the world’s busiest airport for fourteen
consecutive years. The project reconfigured two parallel service roadways into one interconnected network that utilized a
unique three tiered elevated roadway system to convey terminal
patrons to their destination.
The collaborative project exceeded the expectations of HJAIA.
Jorge Cortes, Assistant Director of Design Planning and Development for HJAIA stated, “the thoroughness and quality of the
design documents produced were the basis for competitive bids
with very few change orders throughout the construction phase.”
Cortes also noted that “the completed Elevated and At-Grade
roadway system provides an impressive and efficient new entrance to the Maynard H. Jackson Jr. International Terminal
and second entrance to Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International
Airport. The roadway system serves as the passenger’s first impression of the International Terminal facility which provides a
sense of welcome, ease, and excitement.” v

ATlAnTA MeTroPoliTAn colleGe
AcAdeMic sciences buildinG
ATlAnTA, GeorGiA | STATE AWARD
The new Atlanta Metropolitan College Academic Sciences
Building is a 55,767 square foot, two-story building located adjacent to the main entrance of campus. The construction
budget was $11.9 million and it was completed in April of
2012. Uzun & Case Engineers, the structural engineer of
record, worked for Paul Cheeks Architects in association with
Cooper Carry Inc., project design architects.

east and southwest corners of the roof and are structured with
large structural steel beams. Both cantilevers have trellis features built into the roof for architectural design effect. These
cantilever beams extend back over several columns continuously
to allow for stiffer back-spans, controlling deflections. The fact
that the spans are so long made the calculations even more exacting and critical.

The architect and owner desired to have some very strong and
dramatic visual elements for this building, as it was located at
the main campus entry. The resulting building structure consists of a structural steel braced frame with the second floor
structure as a composite concrete slab on steel beams. The roof
structure is primarily bar joists with metal decking. Foundations are spread footings on improved and compacted soil. The
three dramatic design elements to this building, which were desired by the architect and owner, are the walkway canopy and
the two extraordinarily long cantilever roofs.

This project shows how structural engineering design can be
applied beyond the normal range to create extreme elements in
order to realize an architectural concept for the benefit of the
Atlanta Metropolitan College and its students.

The canopy over the walkway is supported by small structural
frames oriented perpendicular to the street rather than to the
canopy orientation in order to accommodate architectural design. As in typical walkway canopies, the structure of these elements was kept at a minimum to allow more transparency.
The walkway canopy rises from the second floor at one end to
meet the building main roof at the other as one enters the campus and is intended as an architectural design feature.
The two roof cantilever elements each extend more than 45 feet
past the point of support and are intended as dramatic elements
at the end of the walkway canopies. The cantilevers also taper
along their length to form a point at the ends and have a trellis
element built in. The cantilever roofs are located at the northAPRIL | MAY 2013

The Academic Sciences Building is intended to be a cornerstone of the campus main entry, positioned as a visual anchor
and gateway. The courtyard was oriented to the street to engage
public interest in the scientific activities within. The courtyard
cladding materials were thus chosen to be transparent glass,
while the other faces were masonry. The canopy on the courtyard side that leads from the main entry of the campus to the
heart of the campus rises to suggest opportunity through its
perspective. The intent is that the students passing under this
canopy will become engaged with the visual science activities
in the building, as seen through the transparent windows.
The Atlanta Metropolitan College Academic Sciences Building
met the client’s budget requirements of $11.9M while producing an iconic building for the main campus entry. The architectural expression of showcasing the science learning within
and the positive message of opportunity through its perspective
create an engaging environment for teaching learning for the
future generation. v
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benJAMin e. MAys hiGh school renoVATion |
STATE AWARD
The newly renovated Benjamin E. Mays High School represents how an aged building
can be transformed into a modern learning facility through creative engineering at a
fraction of the economic and environmental cost of replacing the entire facility.
A student sitting in the new media center at May’s High School, looking out through
its 60-foot-tall glass curtain wall into the courtyard, while bathed in natural light from
the clearstory windows just below the roof itself supported by elegant cable-stayed steel
king post trusses, would find it hard to imagine how this space was experienced by his
or her older siblings only a few short years before. Prior to the renovation, this space had
no view of the courtyard or the sky above. The low ceiling consisted of drop in tiles and
fluorescent lights. In short, the space was dark, disorienting, devoid of natural light,
and not conducive to learning.
In order to accomplish such a stunning transformation, Uzun and Case Engineers,
working in close collaboration with Perkins + Will Architects, had to overcome a myriad of challenges associated with modifying and renovating a 30 year old structure.
These challenges included devising a new lateral resisting system, reinforcing the existing floors with carbon fiber reinforced polymer wraps and external post tensioning,
and performing sophisticated fire analyses to meet the fire rating requirements of the
current building code. The result has set a benchmark for what is achievable through
the renovation and reuse of existing structures in the Atlanta Public School system.
The completely renovated 340,000 square-foot facility includes a new media center,
cafeteria, entry lobby, theater, practice gym, and four new career based academies.v

clouGh coMMons cisTern TreATs, sTores And
disTribuTes hArVesTed sTorM And condensATe
WATer | STATE AWARD
The sustainability program for the Clough Commons project at Georgia Tech included
harvesting storm and condensate water for flushing toilets in Clough Commons, and
for irrigation that resulted in the Clough Commons Cistern. Facility Design Group
conceived, planned, and designed the 1.4 million gallon underground Cistern to treat,
store, and distribute harvested storm and condensate water.
Facility Design Group provided full structural and civil engineering design services,
specific architectural services, and contract administration services for the G. Wayne
Clough Undergraduate Learning Commons (Clough Commons) project on the campus of Georgia Tech.
The five-story, 220,000 square foot building houses classrooms, science laboratories,
academic services, common areas, and is connected to the Georgia Tech Library. Named
in honor of President Emeritus G. Wayne Clough, the Clough Commons project cost
$85 million, and opened in the fall of 2011.
Clough Commons is currently in the final stages of receiving Platinum LEED Certification so sustainability was paramount for its planning, design, and construction. The
building’s sustainable features include locally sourced materials, native landscaping,
green roof, rooftop solar panel array, innovative water recycling (89 percent projected
reuse), and the Clough Commons Cistern.
The Cistern is located underneath the northern portion of Tech Green, so it was imperative that its presence not interfere with Tech Green’s social aspects. With a footprint of about 10,383 square feet, one would not know the Cistern exists without being
informed of its presence. v
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lAdy AnTebelluM PAVilion | STATE AWARD
The Lady Antebellum Pavilion in the Evans Towne Center Park has already become
one of the most recognizable ‘Showcase Structures’ in the Augusta, Georgia area. Initially conceived as a park bandstand, the unique design, function and setting propelled
it into international recognition as the namesake venue for home-grown singing sensations Lady Antebellum and Josh Kelley, and designed by Johnson Laschober and Associates.
Completed in 2011, the pavilion is constructed of architecturally-exposed structural
steel consisting of three primary curved steel trusses, radiating tube steel girders, and
structural columns inclined in opposing directions for brace-free stability. The structure, topped off by an environmentally-friendly, exposed tongue and groove structural
wood roof deck, sits on top of a fully accessible five-foot, elevated stage. The structure
also envelops a comfortable backstage and green room area for the performers, which
serves as the backdrop for their stage performances.
The Pavilion, situated with lawn seating for 4,000, can also be set up with priority and
bleacher seating as well as secure areas for performers. The group Lady Antebellum
christened the pavilion in October of 2011 with a dedication charity concert. This event
drew the largest crowd ever assembled for one event in the county’s history.v

eMory hosPiTAl MidToWn icu exPAnsion |
HONOR AWARD
A new state-of-the-art intensive care unit and the connecting patient bridge at Emory
University Midtown Hospital opened its doors in June 2012. This $4.975 million endeavor features a 10,200 square foot renovation of 12 Intensive Care Unit and hi-tech
support spaces in the Peachtree building, and a construction of a new patient transport
bridge.
While the ICU is designed to provide the most advanced technology in critical care design, the importance of the bridge to the hospital and community can’t be overlooked.
This 2,400-foot structure physically connects the Intensive Care Unit in Peachtree
Building and the CT Surgical Suite in the MOT Building while symbolizing the importance seconds make in the daily battles for patients’ lives. The bridge reduces staff
time in transporting patients with very delicate outlooks, minimizing those patients’
risks during transit and offering them a greater chance of recovery.
In addition to its functionality, the bridge stands as a connecting building block that is
a compositional element within the existing landscape and courtyard. The form compliments the surrounding building masses and, while it is a formidable structure, it
‘hovers’ above the courtyard, therefore minimizing its presence.
From a design standpoint, this project presented numerous challenges. The design team
of Uzun & Case Engineers, Cooper Carry Architects, and FreemanWhite Architects was
confronted with preserving an existing fish pond, not disturbing critical utilities, and
ensuring comfortable passage between the existing buildings. This imposed constraints
that were very complex in terms of vertical, horizontal, and support geometry.
The Emory University Hospital Midtown Intensive Care Unit Renovation and Bridge
Expansion project met and exceeded the client’s ambitious project goals. v
APRIL | MAY 2013
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forT JAckson sTArshiP QuAd dininG fAciliTy |
HONOR AWARD
Woolpert/KZF LLC was awarded for the firm’s efforts on a design-build contract for the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineering Savannah District (USACE). Working closely with its
construction partner, Balfour Beatty Construction, the Woolpert/KZF team provided
full design services including project management, civil engineering, architecture, interior design, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, fire protection, life safety,
and plumbing engineering for the quad dining facility at Fort Jackson near Columbia,
South Carolina.
“Woolpert is honored to be part of this team with KZF and Balfour Beatty as a recipient of this year’s Engineering Excellence Award,” said Dave Rickard, Woolpert senior
vice president and director of design services. “We are particularly proud to have played
a role with our design partner KZF in helping the 5,200 troops at Fort Jackson achieve
greater efficiencies in their day-to-day functions so they can meet their mission.”
The dining facility project consisted of replacing and consolidating four 1,300 soldier
dining facilities from existing adjacent troop barracks into a new, single, 124,780square-foot facility. This unique arrangement allows the quick and efficient movement
of the 5,200 troops per meal three times a day.v

GA Tech TrAnsiT hub | HONOR AWARD
Sustainable and innovative design of the central Transit Hub at Georgia Tech wins recognition from Georgia Engineers Week. In the spring of 2010, Georgia Institute of Technology retained Southern Civil Engineers’ design team to design a new drop-off area for
Tech Trolley bus. The site selected for this transit hub project is central to the Georgia
Tech’s urban campus, adjacent to the Student Center and at the crossroad of several
pedestrian corridors through campus. The site is also one of the oldest areas on campus.
The site, once considered merely as a thoroughfare, has become the central hub for
transportation and a destination for students and faculty members as it seamlessly
weaves pedestrian and vehicular circulation. It has become functional in uses as it can
accommodate trolleys and coach buses for various campus events along with pedestrians and bicycles. It has become a beautifully preserved natural landscape that strengthened the integrity and history of the campus identity
Quoted by Howard Wertheimer, Director of Capital Planning and Space Management
for Georgia Institute of Technology, “Georgia Tech has experienced phenomenal growth
since we hosted the Centennial Olympic Games in 1996. During this time, we have
doubled our square footage to nearly 15M gsf and increased our student population
from 12,000 students to over 21,000 students. During this time, as we carefully designed wonderful buildings on our campus, we invested an equal amount of time and
energy designing the space between buildings, creating a campus that is both memorable
and culturally responsive to the human and ecological landscape. Having just completed a 220,000 gsf building in the center of our campus that is connected to our main
library, we realized the importance of linking this academic center with our transit system. We systematically developed a comprehensive design for central campus, linking
it to the rest of our 400 acre campus with a new multi-modal Transit Hub. Designed
to accommodate our three types of transit vehicles, along with a robust accommodation
for pedestrians and cyclists, our new Transit Hub has far exceeded our expectations.” v
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GeorGiA Tech kessler cAMPAnile founTAin
resTorATion | HONOR AWARD
After sitting idle for 16 months, the Kessler Campanile Fountain at Georgia Tech was
back in operation for the 2011 fall semester as scheduled. Being designated as an
Olympic Historical Monument, the restoration maintains the original design intent of
the fountain’s operation while enhancing its operation.
In preparation of the 1996 Atlanta Olympics, a plaza with the architectural fountain was
constructed on the campus of Georgia Tech that became in need of restoration. The
plaza is located at the northeast quadrant of the Student Center Complex and includes
an amphitheater radiating from the fountain.
Facility Design Group provided complete Architectural and Engineering Services for
construction document design and construction administration services for the fountain. Working closely with specialized vendors, they examined and solved a multitude
of issues, which included replacing the fountain’s deteriorated concrete, specifying new
operational equipment, and constructing a new walk-in underground bunker for the
fountain’s new operating equipment in limited space that had to blend with existing
landscape.
A unique enhancement is programming a wind speed monitor with new fountain
pumps to choreograph the fountain by the wind. Other enhancements for the Fountain’s water treatment system included adding a media pressure filter, UV lights, and automating bromine feed. v

MAcon WATer AuThoriTy lennox-To-corbin
inTercePTor seWer | HONOR AWARD
A 30-inch sewer line runs from north Bibb County near I-75 and the Arkwright, Riverside, and Bass interchanges. The line reduced from 30-inch to 12-inch under railroad
tracks at the Lennox Pump Station, which lifted the sewage to a shallower 21-inch sewer
line. Increased development, the 30-inch-to-12-inch ‘bottleneck,’ and the under-capacity Lennox PS caused numerous sewer spills into the Ocmulgee River since the
1980s. Hofstadter and Associates Inc. designed the Lennox-to-Corbin Interceptor
Sewer for the Macon Water Authority, which desired to reduce the volume and frequency of sanitary sewer spills upstream of the water treatment plant intake.
The new 36-inch gravity sewer intercepted the deep 30-inch line at a new Lennox Flow
Splitter Structure, eliminated the ‘bottleneck,’ and bypassed the Lennox PS. It continues 16,098 linear feet downstream between the railroad and river buffer to a new Corbin
Collection Structure where flow from the new 36-inch line and three additional 24-inch
lines is distributed into the Corbin PS. At a 60-foot ‘choke-point’ between a home and
the river the 36-inch sewer avoids sewer, water, and gas mains. With only nine inches
available for vertical adjustment along the entire corridor, 95.7 percent of the pipe is installed at the minimum grade of 0.046 percent in order to fit below a 48-inch storm
drain and above a 64-inch water main.
Since the new pipeline entered service in March, 2011 there have been no sewage spills,
including after the April 16, 2011, tornado which touched down directly on the recently abandoned Lennox PS. Millions of gallons of sewage did not spill into the Ocmulgee River. v
APRIL | MAY 2013
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rooseVelT MeMoriAl AirPorT iMProVeMenTs |
HONOR AWARD
WK Dickson & Co. Inc. was presented with the Engineering Excellence Award by
ACEC/GA for their work on a transformative grouping of projects at the Roosevelt
Memorial Airport including: a 2,000 foot extension of the runway from 3,000 feet to
5,000 feet to accommodate business jet aircraft; the construction of new T-hangars to
attract and accommodate additional based aircraft, and the firm’s role in Meriwether
County’s acquisition and refurbishment of a large existing box hangar on the airfield.
Business jet traffic translates into potential economic opportunities and jobs for the
community. Additional based aircraft and an airport-based business, which will be located in the renovated main hangar, translate into revenue for the county.
The development of a major automobile assembly plant nearby encouraged local leaders to move forward with plans to significantly expand their airport with the goal of attracting new industry and, therefore, new jobs. The planned expansion would ensure
that the facility would become the significant economic generator envisioned for the
community. WK Dickson’s engineering expertise, as well as their experience in aviation
planning, and familiarity with FAA and GDOT, enabled them to assist with the leveraging of federal, state, and local resources. The firm worked proactively to bring key decision makers together to ensure that the projects moved forward smoothly and
efficiently. The completion of these projects has set the tone for the future growth of
the facility and the community it serves.
All involved stakeholders were required to make a significant commitment to turn this
small facility into an economic engine for the community. v

sAinT-GobAin iso 14001 cerTificATion |
HONOR AWARD
In a collaborative effort to proactively manage the potential environmental impact of
plant operations, Wenck Associates Inc. assisted the Saint-Gobain Corporation in obtaining ISO 14001:2004 certification of an environmental management system (EMS)
at its Watervliet, New York, abrasives manufacturing facility in 2010.
Working under an accelerated schedule to obtain certification in one-third of the usual
time, in June 2010 Wenck launched the project by first assessing the facility for potential environmental impact and identifying existing systems in place at the facility that
could be incorporated into the EMS. Wenck then assisted in selecting an overall EMS
representative for the plant and members of a cross-functional team (CFT). The team
was composed of key personnel who had in-depth knowledge of the operations in their
departments and who could expedite EMS implementation and training.
Once the team was formed, project manager and lead technical consultant Tara McCullen provided in-depth ISO 14001 training to educate team members about EMS
implementation and to arm them with the information they needed to put key EMS
elements in place. Then they worked together to review more than 200 environmental
aspects of plant operations and rank them for significance using the guidelines for ISO
14001, a set of international standards for environmental management systems.
Objectives, targets, and programs within the EMS were developed next, with progress
meeting benchmarks communicated company-wide to foster organizational pride in
the EMS process. EMS documentation and plant-wide training followed, providing internal and external auditors with the materials they needed to verify that the facility’s
EMS met the requirements of the ISO 14001:2004 program. The Watervliet plant was
awarded its ISO certificate in November 2010. v
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TerMinAl desiGn And consTrucTion-PlAins All
AMericAn PiPeline, lP | HONOR AWARD
Look at the news for any length of time, and you’ll see that energy generation, development, and use are a critical issues of our times, affecting political, social, and economic
policy. Prime Engineering Inc. had the opportunity to design and build a trailblazing
terminal facility that will serve as a keystone for national energy production and delivery. To help clients Velocity Ohio Midstream, LLC and Plains All American Pipeline,
LP take advantage of this market, Prime Engineering Inc. was selected to design and
build the first midstream oil products terminal located on a greenfield site atop the fuelrich Eagle Ford Shale Formation near Cotulla, Texas.
This new truck-loading terminal needed to allow receipt of condensate or crude product via pipeline and delivery of either or both products to tanker trucks. The terminal
needed to be designed to take advantage of ‘fracking,’ a technique that extracts oil and
gas from shale in a method intended to be more environmentally conscious than traditional drilling methods. This technology, if successful, could prove to be a vitally important transition technology between standard fossil fuel extraction methods and clean
energy.
Prime Engineering was tasked with designing and constructing the ten-bay truck loading terminal to ensure a total onsite storage capacity of 150,000 bbls of natural gas condensate liquids and daily throughput of 90,000 bbls. To meet a challenging schedule and
reduce time to market, Prime Engineering used 3-D modeling techniques and software
to create detailed designs in a variety of layouts. Doing so allowed the client to view,
change, and select an appropriate layout in real time, letting design take place ahead of
schedule.v

WideninG of sr 324/GrAVel sPrinGs roAd
oVer i-85 | HONOR AWARD
Gresham, Smith and Partners announces the completion of the replacement bridge for
the State Route 324 bridge over Interstate 85. The project, designed by GS&P, is part
of the existing Gwinnett County Department of Transportation’s widening of State
Route 324 from State Route 20 to State Route 124 from a two-lane, rural section to a
four-lane, divided urban facility. The replacement bridge serves to improve safety and
operational efficiency and to provide for future transportation needs along I-85.
“Prior to completion of the State Route 324 replacement bridge, there were safety issues for drivers and pedestrians and there were no provisions for the future widening and
upgrade of Interstate 85,” commented Kent Black, P.E., Gresham, Smith and Partners.
“Our experienced team provided design services that increased sight distance in the
bridge approach area, created safer user conditions, accommodated for anticipated travel
volume increases and all future widening along I-85, and enhanced operational efficiency and flexibility.”
State Route 324 is a major connection for commuter traffic to access I-85 and I-985.
It is also one of a number of east-west routes that traverse Gwinnett County linking residential areas to I-85 and I-985. The replacement bridge was designed with two travel
lanes in each direction, curb, and sidewalks and a 24’ raised concrete median. The concrete median can be removed to accommodate dual left turn lanes for a potential fullaccess or HOV interchange in the future. In addition to widening SR 324 to
accommodate the anticipated traffic volumes, this project increased the radius of the vertical curve to improve sight distance across the bridge. Both side roads were relocated
to intersect SR 324 further from the bridge to increase intersection separation as well
as to accommodate a future full-service interchange with I-85. The future layout of I85 and the interchange were closely coordinated to ensure adequate intersection spacing along SR 324 and clear span under the new bridge. v
APRIL | MAY 2013
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